Beautiful Isle of Somewhere

Words: Jessie B. Pounds, 1897
Music: J. S. Ferris, 1897

G D7 G / / / / D7 / / G D7 C D7 C G

1. Somewhere the sun is shining, Somewhere the song-birds dwell;
2. Somewhere the day is longer, Somewhere the task is done;
3. Somewhere the load is lifted, Close by an open gate;

G D7 G / / / / D / / A7 G A7 G D A7 D

Hush, then, thy sad repining, God lives and all is well.
Some where the heart is stronger, Somewhere the guerdon won.
Some where the clouds are rifted, Somewhere the angels wait.

D7 G / / / / Em / / A7 D A7 D G D7

Some where, some where, Beautiful isle of some where;

G D7 G D / / / / G / / C G D7 G / / / / D7 G

Land of the true, where we live anew, Beautiful isle of some where.

* Chords beneath staff are for playing melody on autoharp.